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UNUSUAL STEVENS & WILLIAMS FAIRY 
LAMP BASES – A FOLLOW ON by Jim with 
contributions from Helen & Graham 

In the last issue of the newsletter I discussed 
two unusual bowls made by Stevens & 
Williams. Both of these bowls seemed to be 
good candidates to be used as fairy lamp 
bases.  With photo contributions from Helen 
and Graham in the United Kingdom, I am 
very pleased to report additional information 
on one of these bowls. 

!  

This bowl was the same one illustrated in the 
Fieldings Auction photo and Helen and 
Graham are the proud new owners.  It is a 
classic Stevens & Williams design with a 
crimped and fluted rim on the bowl portion.  
The bowl is supported by three frosted vine-
like legs and has an applied floral decoration 
in the pattern "Blackthorn."   In addition, 1

there is a "smaller bowl" on the base between 
the legs. This additional bowl is not 
"attached" but was formed by the glass maker 
when the bowl was blown.  The color is 

commonly known as "Butterscotch", shading 
from a burnt yellow to a cream yellow and is 
cased in a soft creamy white.  Stevens & 
Williams refer to this color as "Gorse Yellow" 
in their design book.  2

I originally thought this bowl was similar in 
shape to R-612.  I see now, however, that the 
basic shape of the bowl is closer to R-609, 
albeit a bit larger. 

Now, of course, the bowl is not complete 
without a matching fairy lamp. 

!  

Needless to say, what a wonderful addition 
the fairy lamp makes to this Stevens & 
Williams creation.  Congratulations to Helen 
and Graham for bringing these pieces 
together.  But, wait, there is more. 

Some time ago I purchased a very similar 
bowl with same vine-like legs and Mat-Su-
No-Ke floral decorations.  It also has the very 
unusual "second bowl" on the bottom of the 
larger bowl.  At the time, I was not 
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completely convinced this bowl was suitable 
as a fairy lamp base.  Now, however, with 
Helen and Graham's example in mind, I will 
show you the bowl and let you be the judge. 

!  

Unlike Helen and Graham's example, this 
bowl has an inward crimped top edge similar 
to a rose bowl.  It has three vine-like legs with 
a Mat-Su-No-Ke floral decoration.  This 
decoration, however, has many more florettes 
making it a different design than the 
"Blackthorn" pattern.  It also has the same 
unusual "second bowl" on the bottom.   

The color is a very unusual "turquoise" which 
is very close to a Robin's egg blue.  It is also 
the same color on the inside of the bowl 
which is not typical of many Stevens & 
Williams fairy lamp bases.  There is, 
however, a layer of white between the inner 
and outer layers of blue as indicated by the 
pontil scar.  I have not seen any Stevens & 
Williams fairy lamp shades in this unusual 
color. 

!  

The pontil mark is covered with a typical 
Stevens & Williams "berry prunt."  
Underneath the prunt is the white layer of 
glass that I referred to earlier.  

The smaller bowl is also hand-etched with 
"Rd 15353".  This number was registered by 
Stevens & Williams on October 18, 1884, 
which puts it close to the hey-day of fairy 
lamp popularity.  (This method of marking 
the registered design number on the glass is 
common to many of Stevens & Williams' 
pieces.)  I am still not, however, convinced 
that this bowl was ever intended to be used as 
a fairy lamp base but I will let you be the 
judge. 

!  

While the Clarke lamp cup fits nicely on the 
crimped edge, the proportions seem to be a bit 
awkward at best.  Additionally, considering 
that a matching Stevens & Williams shade has 
never been found in this color, I doubt that 
this base was ever intended for use with a 
fairy lamp.  My opinion, however, will likely 
change dramatically if a matching shade ever 
shows up.   



In summary, I think it is important to remind 
you once again that the bowls produced by 
Stevens & Williams were duel purpose.  They 
were offered for sale separately from fairy 
lamp shades and not sold exclusively for 
Clarke's fairy lamps like those produced by 
Taylor Tunnicliff & Co.


